This work introduces a new component software architecture -ThreadMill -whose main purpose is to facilitate the development of applications in domains where high volumes of streamed data need to be efficiently analyzed. It focuses particularly on applications that target the analysis of human communication e.g. in speech and gesture recognition. Applications in this domain usually employ costly signal processing techniques, but offer in many cases ample opportunities for concurrent execution in many different phases. ThreadMill's abstractions facilitate the development of applications that take advantage of this potential concurrency by hiding the complexity of parallel and distributed programming. As a result, ThreadMill applications can be made to run unchanged on a wide variety of execution environments, ranging from a single-processor machine to a cluster of multi-processor nodes. The architecture is illustrated by an implementation of a tracker for hands and face of American Sign Language signers that uses a parallel and concurrent version of the Joint Likelihood Filter method.
INTRODUCTION
Processing speech, gestures and facial expressions has been an active research area for many decades. The reason for the interest derives from the high payoff that making sense of natural human communicative behavior can have for instance in the development of more advanced user-computer Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. interfaces, or in better supporting groups of people that want to collaborate.
While there are many instances in which the speed of analysis is not crucial, in other cases real-time or close to realtime performance is required, e.g. in intelligent adaptive applications in which systems strive to react to a perceived context of interaction, for instance in a smart environment.
Techniques employed to tackle these hard tasks are computationally intensive. Data to be analyzed is in many cases high-volume, time-sequenced, and must be subjected to a variety of intermediate processing steps that might be costly. The uncertainty associated to the analysis rewards those techniques that take into consideration an expressive number of alternative hypotheses associated to the underlying signal being analyzed.
Analysis of current techniques reveals many opportunities for enhanced performance through concurrent execution of non-dependent tasks. In many cases, such opportunities occur throughout many different processing phases, e.g. during the preparation of acquired signals, or during the evaluation of multiple hypotheses. A variety of potential concurrent behaviors can be identified in many applications in the targeted domain, e.g. the data parallelism that emerges from the evaluation of multiple competing hypotheses; the task parallelism that results from the use of ensembles of classifiers; and the pipeline parallelism that is associated with the multi-phase, pipe-and-filter structure that is not uncommon in applications of this domain.
A barrier to the exploitation of concurrency is the difficulty involved in handling the requirements of distribution and parallelism. This is particularly true for the targeted applications, given the variety of different flavors of concurrency that need to be addressed, and the time-sequenced nature of the data, which imposes specific coordination requirements that are not trivial to implement. Not only is such code hard to develop, but it may also become hard to evolve and reuse. This results from the intertwining of application code with the complex architectural scaffolding that is at the service of concurrency and resulting communication and coordination. Reuse of parts of code in many cases require that they be extricated from their specific context of use, which might be labor intensive and error prone.
ThreadMill addresses the challenges of developing concurrent stream-oriented applications by providing a modeling formalism, a framework and a runtime infrastructure that address the specific requirements of applications in the targeted domain.
Development and reuse are facilitated by the separation of concurrency, communication and coordination concerns promoted by ThreadMill. Application components are neutral with respect to these three aspects, and can therefore be reused as-is in a larger number of unanticipated contexts.
ThreadMill provides exogenous control over communication, distribution and threading. Applications can be reorganized to fit requirements of specific execution environments without requiring any changes to application code. At the same time, the control over concurrency aspects that is afforded allows for developers to apply their knowledge of a domain and of an execution environment to optimize performance. This affords for the same applications to be transparently adapted to run efficiently in a variety of environments, ranging from a single-processor machine to multiple processors in one or more nodes of a computational cluster.
Coordination of concurrent execution is handled by an extensible set of operators. These operators provide the necessary support for handling the time-sequenced, independently computed partial results produced by application components.
ThreadMill is a fine-grained architecture, meaning that its components will typically have orders of magnitude less code than is typical in architectures in the domain (e.g. the Galaxy Communicator [16] or OAA [4] ). This in turn results in the need for very low runtime overhead. ThreadMill's infrastructure is crafted to take maximum advantage of hardware shared memory and concurrency through threads; it is also engineered to avoid unnecessary data copying within and across nodes of a distributed environment, and to provide efficient reentrant code to allow maximum concurrency.
Developing a ThreadMill application involves the following phases, that in most cases will be iterated:
• Component development: application components are identified and coded, if new functionality is required, or reused if already available.
• Application composition: components are composed into a configuration graph that determines how components communicate, based on data-dependencies among them.
• Staging definition: based on the characteristics of a target execution environment (e.g. number of processors, processing speed, network speed), a specific configuration version is defined. Configuration versions add annotations to configuration graphs to determine threading and/or placement of components across distributed nodes, if any.
• Code generation: Configuration versions are processed by a ThreadMill compiler, that generates a SPMD (Single Process Multiple Data) style code, that is ready to be deployed in as many machines as specified by the version.
ThreadMill is implemented and can be executed in multiple platforms (currently Win32 and Linux). A non-trivial vision-based probabilistic multi-target tracker of hands and face of American Sign Language signers was developed as a proof-of-concept application. Evaluation against a nonparallel (but lightly multi-threaded) version of the application shows an eight-fold performance improvement using a 10-node computational cluster. The same application was deployed unchanged on a variable number of nodes, from one to ten, of a Compaq AlphaServers DS20 cluster.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the coordination model, which is the centerpiece of the architecture. Support for integrated staging of components, and the exogenous concurrency policies promoted by ThreadMill are described in Section 3. Aspects of the underlying execution mechanisms are discussed in Section 4, in the context of a conceptual meta-machine that is used to establish ThreadMill's operational semantics. Some results of the experimental evaluation to which ThreadMill was subjected are presented in Section 5. Related work is presented in Section 6. The paper ends with a Summary (Section 7) and bibliographic references.
COORDINATION MODEL
This section introduces the centrals aspects of ThreadMill, concerned with its coordination model. Section 2.1 discusses how applications can be composed from reusable components; Section 2.2 overviews communication and asynchronous processing issues that are relevant for the understanding of the synchronization mechanisms provided by Threadmill. The coordination operators are presented in Section 2.3.
Application composition
Applications in ThreadMill are built by assembling reusable components. Figure 1 shows a graphical representation of a ThreadMill application, that we call a configuration graph. Configuration graphs indicate the data dependencies among processing steps implemented by application components, that we call operators. Each operator works as a filter, transforming data it receives and posting results for further processing by other elements. Communication among operators is indirect, in the form of tuples that flow along connectors that link operators according to their data dependencies. Operators correspond to nodes of a configuration graph; edges represent connectors; tuples are data items that flow among operators via connectors.
• Operators are the loci of computation in the model.
They are specialized to perform specific coordination functions, and are associated with the execution of (sequential) application code. An operator is characterized by a signature (s, pi, po) where s is a state, and pi, po are input and output ports respectively. An operator produces or writes tuples to its output ports and accepts or consumes tuples from its input ports. A handler function is associated by a component to each of its input ports.
From a development perspective, a component is similar to a class of an object-oriented language, being defined by a state and a set of functions (the handlers) that apply transformations to this state in response to activations. The fundamental difference is that handlers are not called directly by components, but rather are asynchronously activated by ThreadMill's runtime infrastructure (Section 4) in response to the arrival of tuples to be processed.
Compliance with ThreadMill is achieved by structuring the handlers according to a standard signature Ports are represented as small triangles embedded on one or more sides of an operator. Input ports are indicated by triangles that point into operators; output ports are indicated by triangles pointing out of operators. In many occasions explicit port representations are dropped and it is then assumed that connections to the top part of an operator are made to input ports and that connections originated on the bottom part of an operator are made to output ports.
• Connectors are conceptual entities that are said to carry tuples between a pair of operator ports. A connector receives tuples from the output port of an operator a and relays them to the input port of an operator b.
Multiple connectors can be attached to a single input port. Incoming tuples are in general dealt with by a consumer operator as if they were relayed by a single connector. Conversely, multiple connectors might be associated to each output port. Tuples written by an operator to one of its output ports are replicated into as many copies as there are attached connectors 1 .
• Tuples are units of data that are communicated among operators. A tuple type determines a sequence of field names and field types. Tuples represent partial results that flow among components and are further processed and refined as they flow through a configuration graph, until some final processing objective is reached.
Tuples might represent complex data structures by embedding references to other structures (which in turn might include references themselves).
The application depicted in Figure 1 is a 2D vision-based Joint Likelihood Filter (JLF) tracker [19] . This application tracks the position of the hands and face of American Sign Language Signers from frame to frame of a video input (acquired by Reader). The method consists of evaluating multiple hypotheses based on random samples around positions 1 In practice, there is no copy involved unless a consumer is located in a different address space. Tuple flow is performed by transmitting references, so what actually takes place is that the same reference is sent to all consumers. predicted by kalman filters against evidence provided by a skin-color filtered video frame (details are out of the scope of this paper -see [19] for details of the technique and [3, chapter 4] for details of the ThreadMill implementation). 
Activity sets
ThreadMill promotes a divide-and-conquer pattern of recursive decomposition of problems into subproblems that can be solved concurrently. This approach matches well the nature of applications in the target domain, many of which can be expressed in terms of a pipe-and-filter paradigm for which independent processing of parts is a natural match. Finding hands and face in a specific video frame, for instance, is broken down e.g. into preparing the image for further processing by filtering the skin-colored pixels; predicting the position of the object via kalman filters; generating hypotheses and evaluating them; and choosing the most likely hypothesis as representing the desired positions.
Communication among the different components is achieved indirectly by the production and consumption of tuples that can be seen as representing both the results of a previous stage and as commands that cause dependent stages to be activated. For each single video frame, for example, a large number of tuples is generated and made to flow among components. Take for instance the Track component: it generates hundreds (or thousands) of tuples that represent individual hypotheses about the current position of hands and face. These tuples eventually cause Evaluate to be activated repeatedly, to produce likelihood estimates for each of the hypotheses from which the most likely is chosen.
ThreadMill provides a mechanism to identify the multiple tuples that are related to a single activity, that we call activity set. Tuples of an activity set are identified by a unique activity identifier, called the tick (as in clock tick).
Tick timestamps allow operators to distinguish which tuples belong to the same overall activity, e.g. to perform synchronization tasks and to guarantee that processing complies with a temporal order within coordination operators. All tuples representing hypotheses related to a specific video frame, for instance, are tagged with the same tick as the frame itself; similarly, other tuples that refer to this frame, such as the skin-color filtered image and the masks used during evaluation will be tagged with identical ticks for each frame.
After generating all tuples that are related to an activity set, operators produce an end-of-tick marker, that signals completion of the set associated with a specific tick. This marker helps operators determine when producers they depend on are done generating tuples of a set, and is particularly useful in situations where producers can generate no tuples for a specific set, or a variable number of tuples per set. We examine the coordination operators of ThreadMill in the following section.
Coordination operators
Coordination operators allow for independently computed results to be recombined according to a variety of different strategies, resulting in indirect synchronization of tasks. This takes place mainly within channel and join operators:
• Channels (represented by ellipsoids) effect time ordered tuple distribution.
The coordination objectives of a channel are twofold: 1) to provide a mechanism that merges tuples that are generated by a variable number of producers attached to a channel's input port; 2) to serve each tuple to one (of a variable number of) consumers that is known to be ready to start processing.
Tuples are served according to the temporal ordering of the activity sets they are related to, i.e., in tick order. This functionality handles the potential inter-mixing of different activity sets that results from concurrent and asynchronous processing, and guarantee that consumers have a temporally aligned view of these sets.
A channel merges tuples of the same type it receives from potentially multiple producers and implements a one-out-of-many delivery policy to consumers that are available to perform a task. A protocol between channels and their consumers allows the latter to announce when they are ready to receive and process a tuple. If no consumer is free, tuples are cached until such time that a consumer becomes available.
• Cartesian product joins (represented by triangles marked with and "x") combine messages of potentially different types into single tuples.
Most commonly applications in the target domain comprise phases in which sub problems can be clearly identified. A natural solution in ThreadMill is for an operator to generate multiple tuples, each representing a sub-problem, that can then be tackled in parallel by one or more instances of other operators. Once the solutions have been computed, a common recombination pattern is to join them together into a single message that then suffers further processing, e.g. a video image filtered for skin-colored pixels and the multiple hypotheses that need to be evaluated against it are combined in preparation for evaluation.
Join operators have two incoming ports that accept potentially different tuple types and one output port. All producers and all consumers of a join must be channels.
• A simpler type of join (represented as a triangle with a "v" marking) handles the situation in which tuples are alternatively produced by only one of two incoming connectors at each time. In this case the join operates as a pass-through, propagating to its output port whatever input it receives.
The above operators represent just two recurrent patterns that are encapsulated into reusable operators. ThreadMill makes available reflective information that makes it possible for other operators to be created, thus allowing for unanticipated recurrent patterns of coordination to be embedded in new reusable operators. The architecture is therefore openended and extensible. Details of this mechanisms are discussed elsewhere [3] .
STAGING
The configuration graphs described in Section 2 are concurrency neutral -ThreadMill does not associate an implicit execution model in connection to any of the elements of a configuration graph. This neutrality ensures that domain knowledge can be applied to generate (perhaps multiple) configuration versions that are tuned for execution under particular execution environments (Figure 2 ). The same application can thus be tuned for execution in a single processor machine, or distributed over multiple multiprocessor nodes of a computational cluster without requiring any changes to application code.
A configuration version determines how execution is to be staged over one or more machines. Configuration versions are built by annotating and transforming a configuration graph according to three operations -placement, binding and unfolding. We next describe each of these operations and show examples of their use in the context of the configuration version displayed in Figure 2 (a JLF tracker application distributed over three distinct address spaces):
• Placement specifies address space boundaries, determining which operators are to be executed within each address space.
Boundaries are indicated in Figure 2 by purple dotted lines; each address space is labeled with a tag 0, 1 and 2. Each address space can be mapped to a separate node of cluster, for instance.
For multiprocessor machines that provide hardware shared memory support (such as commonly available SMP ones), each address space is executed under a single machine, independently of its number of processors. Multiple processors are taken advantage of via threading, and communication is optimized to make use of the fast shared memory accessible to threads executing under these multiple processors. Threading is specified by the binding operation.
• Binding determines the concurrency to be applied to elements of the same address space. Binding associates threads of execution to individual connectors, so that tuples can be concurrently processed by the consuming operators.
Binding is indicated in Figure 2 by numbered circle labels attached to connectors -only a few are actually shown in the figure for reasons of legibility. In practice, every connector is labeled with a binding tag.
Thread assignment via binding as proposed in ThreadMill allows for a fine level of control over intra-node concurrency. All tuple processing can for instance be associated with independent threads, exploring maximum concurrency, or can be made to execute under a single thread, i.e. strictly sequentially. Intermediate solutions are also possible, for instance assigning independent threads for computationally intensive operators and having other low priority operators process tuples under one or more shared threads.
• Unfolding provides for operators to be instantiated multiple times, to enhance concurrency of selected processing stages. The multiple instances, typically connected to channels, will compete for tuples, that are therefore concurrently processed, rather than consumed one by one by a single consumer.
Unfolding is graphically represented as multiple instances of an operator, each of which is labeled with an index number within brackets (e.g. Mask and Evaluate in Figure 2 ).
Notice that placement and binding are orthogonal, in the sense that it is possible to place unfolded instances in multiple address spaces, as is the case for Evaluate, that has instances in spaces 0 and 1.
Staging is treated as a first class concern in ThreadMill because of the impact that it has on performance. Efficiently implemented intra-node communication (via hardware shared memory) can be orders of magnitude faster than network-based inter-node communication. Placing components that communicate intensively and/or exchange large volumes of data into the same address space has therefore important efficiency consequences. In fact, given the same algorithm, this is the single most important factor determining whether the performance of an application will be acceptable or not.
Configuration versions are processed by a ThreadMill compiler that converts them into tables containing meta information that drives the execution of an application. The compiler generates a single-image, SPMD (Single Process Multiple Data) style of code that loads the meta-information and initiates execution. An overview of the execution mechanism is presented in Section 4.
EXECUTION MECHANISM
ThreadMill's coordination mechanism is built on top of a generic reflective meta-machine, that provides the underpinning for communication, concurrency and data management (Figure 3 ). This meta-machine is the basis for the implemented runtime infrastructure of ThreadMill. Each address space is controlled by one instance of the meta-machine, which communicates with other similar machines via network communication services (MPI [8] is used for network communication in the current version).
Machine operation
The meta-machine operates as an asynchronous tuple delivery mechanism. Dispatching of messages is effected by a mediator element (Figure 3) . The mediator receives tuple output generated by producing components and determines who the recipients should be based on the meta-information that was generated by the compiler, as described in Section 2.
Delivery to consumers is asynchronous and is performed through one or more units of execution (UE). Units of execution operate as asynchronous delegates [10] . Each UE is associated with an independent thread and a synchronized queue into which tuples to be processed are delivered by the mediator. UEs retrieve tuples asynchronously inserted into their associated queues and call a handler within the component the tuple is addressed to. The actual handler that is executed is housed within (sequential) component code and is run to completion before the particular UE accesses the next tuple from its queue. As they process a tuple, component handlers might (and usually do) post new tuples to the mediator, which will in turn be processed as was just described, in a cyclic fashion.
Tuples that have to be delivered across address spaces are handled by a send proxy, that delivers them to remote recipients. The receive proxy monitors incoming tuples. Remote tuples are converted if necessary, and posted to a local mediator as if they had been generated locally.
Some of the details of the data management and communication are described next (for full details see [3] ).
Data management
The sizes of the structures processed by applications in the target domain are in many cases large -a single video frame can be as large as one megabyte. ThreadMill minimizes data moving and copying by caching single copies of data structures within each address space. Components that are co-located, i.e. deployed within same nodes access cached data via handles, rather than receiving a copy of it. Actual copies only take place when data has to be communicated to a different address space, and then only once per structure (see discussion in Section 4.3).
Tuples follow a single assignment (or write-once) policy. That means that once a structure is initialized, its contents ought not to be modified by components. In practical terms, that means simply that components treat data they receive as read-only. Results of processing are generated in a separate, new structure, or generated via copy-on-write. Single assignment simplifies data management because it eliminates the need for complex synchronization among distributed copies and simplifies distributed garbage collection. This is particularly relevant in distributed environments, where synchronization costs might become prohibitive because of communication latency among nodes.
Garbage collection is an essential service that must be performed by the infrastructure, given that operators are by design unaware of how data they generate might be accessed by other operators. ThreadMill performs this collection by keeping reference counts, aided by meta-information that identifies pointers within tuples.
Communication
Communication among operators that are co-located takes advantage of shared memory and is effected through synchronized queues as described in Section 4.1.
Data flowing across nodes is transparently processed and transmitted by ThreadMill, using a native format as the wire format (adopting the approach proposed by [5] ). This reduces conversions in the common case in which communicating nodes are similar (or of similar platforms). Conversions among heterogeneous platforms are handled transparently by the recipient's infrastructure.
Tuples in ThreadMill might (and often do) embed references to other data structures (which might in turn embed other references). With the aid of the reflective metainformation, these embedded pointer structures are recursively visited by ThreadMill whenever a tuple needs to be transmitted across address space boundaries. The reflective information describes pointer locations and types within structures for each structure used by an application. A depth-first descent is performed through the pointers until leaf structures are reached. Leaf structures are contiguous byte regions that do not have embedded pointers or whose pointers point to structures that have already been visited. Leaf structures are transmitted to the intended node, along with a minimal amount of meta-information necessary for the foreign node to reconstruct the data structure on arrival. As the recursion unrolls, additional parts of a structure are sent piecewise to the destination node.
As they are received, parts of a data structure are cached at the recipient's address space. Once the whole structure has been received, embedded pointers are patched to reflect the addresses of the cached parts in the recipient's address space.
Actual transmission is based on MPI [8] . ThreadMill's dependence on MPI is minimal though, and can be easily replaced by other existing communication libraries or developed directly on top of a TCP/IP (sockets) mechanism. MPI is convenient because of its ample availability and the availability of freely downloadable libraries. ThreadMill also currently makes use of the deployment facilities offered by MPI (applications are deployed through a call to mpirun).
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To experiment with the architecture, a multi-target tracker for hands and face of signers of American Sign Language was developed. This tracker is based on a Joint Likelihood Filter multi-target tracker described by Rasmussen [19] .
A sequential version was first developed. This code was then converted to use the architecture. The architecture proved appropriated to describe the flow in this non-trivial application in a compact way. The resulting graph revealed opportunities for parallelism that were hidden in the original sequential code.
Experiments with multiple deployments, ranging from one to ten nodes of a cluster of Compaq AlphaServer DS20 machines were run. In these experiments, a single (unchanged) application was configured to run on multiple distributed nodes. Each version was executed under different sample loads (from 1 to 3200). These loads represent the num-ber of hypotheses that are explored for each frame. Since hypotheses-related processing accounts for the bulk of the computational cost for non-trivial number of hypotheses, these loads effectively represent growing computational demands that need to be faced by the concurrency mechanisms.
The experiment shows a maximum speed up of 685% for larger sample sizes in comparison to the sequential version when ten nodes are used. The speed up is sub-linear, which can be attributed to the slow connection among nodes of the execution environment that was employed (100Mb ethernet). More importantly, the experiments show that given an adequate number of nodes, the time per sample can be kept almost constant even when the sample set size grows exponentially. It is expected that optimizations of the basic algorithm will therefore result in reductions that scale to larger sample set sizes. Figure 4 and Table 1 report results of running multiple versions of the JLF application distributed across multiple nodes. These versions are referred to as T Mi, where i indicates the number of processes employed in a version. As shown in Table 1 , the configuration that achieves maximal speedup varies depending on sample set size, e.g. two nodes were enough to achieve the best times per sample for smaller sample set sizes of 100 and 200 samples, and four nodes when the sample set size is 400. This illustrates the benefit of being able to quickly generate different configurations to experiment with, afforded by ThreadMill's exogenous handling of concurrency. Notice as well that the ThreadMill version T M1 performs significantly better than the sequential version, even on a single node, i.e. when there is no distribution. This demonstrates the advantage of using intra-node threading, which allows for T M1 to take advantage of the two processors available in each node to enhance performance.
RELATED LITERATURE
Architectures that target the same domain as ThreadMill (e.g. DACS [6] , Galaxy Communicator [16] , OAA [4] ) focus on coarser-grained components. These architectures are typically not concerned with supporting concurrency via threads, or exploiting hardware shared memory to provide Table 1 : Performance on one to ten nodes of an AlphaServer DS20 cluster.
fast intra-node communication. As a result, they might impose too high overheads if used to exploit the kind of fine-grained concurrency that is ThreadMill's focus. In fact, ThreadMill could be used to transparently implement the concurrency mechanisms within individual components of these coarser-grained architectures, complementing their functionality. An exception to the above is Stampede [18] . Stampede shares ThreadMill's goal of facilitating the development of applications that deal with time-sequenced data. It supports distribution and concurrency via threads, and provides a coordination distributed structure (the Space Time Memory -STM) that is similar in functionality to ThreadMill's channel operator. Both STM and ThreadMill channels aim at regulating access to time-sequenced data in the presence of multiple concurrent producers and consumers, and both rely on timestamps embedded into tuples.
STM allows random access to temporally indexed data it stores, and provides a rich set of retrieval operations that can specify a particular timestamp, the oldest/newest timestamp, or the newest unread item. ThreadMill, on the other hand, allows for multiple tuples to be associated with a single timestamp, which is an essential feature when support for fine-grained concurrency is desired e.g. to support a variable number of hypothesis to be generated and processed concurrently.
The staging of components is not addressed directly by Stampede (the mechanism is not described in the available literature), while ThreadMill incorporates this functionality seamlessly via configuration versions. The detailed control afforded by ThreadMill over concurrency and distribution extends to all operators. That means that developers can determine how channels (and other operators) should behave in terms of concurrency, providing an extra level of control that might result in enhanced performance in certain situations. Stampede, on the other hand, defines STM as a privileged, system-level mechanism that obeys its own predefined concurrency and placement strategies, over which developers have little or no control.
A few dataflow architectures share ThreadMill's goals of providing support for fine-grained concurrency. Some of these architectures do not support distribution, only concurrency via threads (e.g. FSF [9] , Weaves [11] ). Others, such as RPV-II [2] , support distribution, but not intra-node concurrency.
Some of the above mentioned architectures allow for dynamic reconfigurations of running applications. A notable example is Weaves, which allows for components and connectors to be re-configured on-the-fly [17] . Even though ThreadMill compiles code into an SPMD image, its metamachine ( Figure 3) is interpretive: inter-component communication and activation is driven by information stored in tables. That makes it in principle possible for ThreadMill applications to be dynamically reconfigurable. This is a planned extension, but the mechanism that is currently in place does not afford such reconfiguration.
A certain number of architectures explores a narrower domain concerned with the support of vision-based applications rather than the more general human communication that is ThreadMill's focus. On the one hand, these architectures may provide better support for the specific tasks that they target; on the other hand, they are restricted in many cases to executing these same specific tasks and cannot in general be employed e.g. to support the development of a broader range of applications. The Argus architecture [15] , for instance, targets applications related to gesture-based control of domestic appliances using multiple stereo cameras; the Animate Agent Architecture [7] and Perseus [12] offer vision-based support and planner integration for the purpose of controlling robots.
The asynchronous messaging meta-machine that is the foundation of ThreadMill's communication and concurrency semantics is related to approaches such as Actors [1] , messagedriven execution [13] and processor virtualization [14] . While these approaches are associated with programming languages and programming language constructs, ThreadMill employs similar mechanisms to define (and implement) its underlying operational semantics.
SUMMARY
This paper presented ThreadMill, an architecture targeting the development of applications in domains where high volumes of streamed data need to be efficiently analyzed, e.g. those that target the analysis of human communicative behavior for instance in speech and gesture recognition. ThreadMill focuses on efficient handling of the high volumes of streamed data that characterize applications in this domain. It allows for applications to be optimally deployed on a variety of different execution environments without the need for code changes. The basic notion that affords that is the separation of execution concerns promoted by ThreadMill.
The granularity of concurrency and the distribution of services can be adjusted to reflect application characteristics and that of available hardware. Aspects affecting performance can be thoroughly fine-tuned through configuration versions. These specifications are used to generate a loader code that is run on every node assigned for execution of an application. Runtime services are crafted to efficiently exploit thread-based concurrency and shared memory to speed up inter-node communication and coordination. Inter-node communication is handled transparently.
To experiment with the architecture, a multi-target tracker for hands and face of signers of American Sign Language was developed. This tracker is based on a Joint Likelihood Filter multi-target tracker. Experiments with multiple deployments, ranging from a single machine to up to ten machines show an eight-fold speed up when using ten machines.
